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the paraneters derived from spectra and

ab-initio calculations of free atons only t8l.
The total-energy formula in the LEAF theory is

[: ?rtr, + const.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The atonic layer epitaxy (ALE) [e.g.,1-5]
is a key technology whieh eould realize the

atomistic fabrication of seniconduetor devices.

It is helpful to the design of ALE proeesses ro
understand the elementary reaction processes in
the epitaxial growth in terms of quantum

ehemistry. Such a study vras already tried for
the epitaxial growth mechanism of a Ga layer on

the (001) As surf ce of GaAs erystal t6l. t{e

are novi interested in the self-limititing
processes and the selective epitaxial growth on

surfaces of GaAs erystal.
In this paper, we adopt sone large

clusters as models of surfaees of GaAs

and calculate the electronic structures
total-energy changes of the systens involved

with the surface reactions in ALE using arsine
(AsHa) and trimethylgallium (TllG). Using the

caleulation results, the self-Iimiting
nechanisn and the seleetive epitaxial growth

are discussed.

2. THEORY AND CALCULATION

The electronic strueture calculations are

done by LEAF moleeular orbital method t71 using
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crystal,
and the

t'<P
where € i denotes the i-th one-e Iect ron

(noniterative) orbital energys ni the

oceupation nunber of the orbital, 'const.' the

constant term against variations of atonic and

electronic configurations, Q" the zeroth order

charge of the s th aton, and R, the position

vector of the o th atom. In Eq. (1), the first
sun plus the constant term corresponds to the

zeroth order tern and the second sum plus the

third sun eorresponds to the first-order
correction in the many-body perturbation

fornalisn. In aetual calculations, we adopt

the Mulliken charge as Q,.

In order to check the accuracy of the LEAF

method for GaAs system, we caleulated the

equilibrium internuclear distances and the

dissoeiation energies of AsH, GaH, and Hz. The

calculation results reproduce the experimental

internuelear distances in the aecuracy of 0.1A
and the relative magnitudes of the experimental
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dissoeiation energies.

3. I'I0DEL FOR GaAs SURFACE

The pyramid-shaped clusters as shown in Fie.

1 are adopted as the (001) surfaces of GaAs

erystal. The eonfigurations of Ga and As atoms

in these elusters are identieal with those in
GaAs erystal. The botton of the pyramid

eorresponds to the (001) surface. AII other

boundary atoms of the eluster are capped with

hydorgen (H) atons where the distance between a

boudary aton and the cap aton is 1.5A and the

direetion of cap bond is identieal with the Ga-

As bond direction in the crystal.

Fig.l A l{odel for the Ga (001) Surf ace of

GaAs Crystal

The radius of each sphere is the van der

l,Jaals radius of the aton. This eluster has

20 Ga atoms at the surface.
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Fig.z Energy Levels of HOllOs of Models for
Ga and As (001) Surface of GaAs Crystal as

Functions of the Cluster Size

In Fig.2, the ealculated energies of the

heighest occupied molecular orbitals (H0M0s) of
the Ga and As surface models are described as

funetions of the size of the models. The H0M0

energy ievels of the Ga and As surface models

converge to -6.7ZeY and -8.02eV, respectively,
as the the cluster size inereases. In this work,

vre take the clusters at the size of 165 atoms,

GaeoAsuuHuo and AsuoGauuHuo, as the Ga and As

surface nodels, respectively.

4. KEY ORBITALS IN REACTIONS AT SURFACE

The distribution of surface-Iocalized one-

eleetron states (SLSs) near H0lt0 is shown in
Table 1. The Ga surfaee has more vacant SLSs

near H0110 than the As surface, and the As

surface has nore occupied SLSs near H0ll0 than

the Ga surface.Thus the Ga surface could behave

as a Lewis acid and the As surface as a Lewis

base. However, the Ga surfaee has 6 oceupied

SLSs around -7.1 eY and their energy levels are

heigher than the levels of the occupied SLSs of
the As surface. Accordingly, the electron

donation fron the oecupied SLSs of the Ga

surface should be considered in the surfaee

reaetions as well as that of the As surface.

The one-electron states (or orbitals)
around the HOllOs and the lowest unoceupied

noleeular orbitals (LUllOs ) of TltG and AsHs are

deseribed in TabLe 2. The table shows that the

LUllO of Tl'lG represents the Lewis aeidity and

the H0110 of AsHs represents the Lewis basicity.
However, both the naked Ga and As surfaces nore

or less have the Lewis basicity and aeidity at

the sane tine aceording to the distribution of

SLSs near II0l10 (Table 1). If this argunent is
true, both the AsHs and THG are expected to be

easily adsorped on the naked Ga and As surfaces.

In addition to it, both the As-H anti-bonding
orbitals in AsHg and the Ga-C anti-bondins
orbitals in TllG are vulnerable to the electron
donation from the occupied SLSs near H0[0 at

the Ga and As surfaces and drive the

deconposition of AsHg otd TllG on the naked
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surfaces.

Table 1 Distribution of Surface-Localized One-

Electron States near H0}10 in the Mode1s for the

Ca and As (001) Surfaces of GaAs Crystal
( a) Ga surf ace model ( H0I10: -6.73eV)

ene rgy/eV Nocc

-6.65 N -6.55

-6.75 N -6.65

-7.05 N -6.95

-7 .25"-' -7.15

(b) As surfaee model (ttOtlO: -8.08eV)

ene rgy/eV Noee

-8.05 N -7.95

(see Fis.3). According to the electronie
structure calculations of the H-coated As layer
(HroAseoGa5rHuo) and the CHs-coated Ga layer
((CHr)roGaooAs5rHuo), there is no reactive
orbitals localized at the surface, i.e., at the

Iigand eoating while there stiII exist the

eleetron-donating reaetive orbitals localized
at the (As/Ga) atomic Iayer beneath the coating.

The fornation of CHr-coating on the Ga

atonie Iayer has been already proposed to

interpret the experimetal data in ALE tgl . [rJe

calculated the stability of the models for H-

eoatings on As and Ga atonic layer
(HzoAsooGassHso and HroGaooAsssHro i H-As,H-Gal-

surface, H-As=H-Ga=1.5A ). The dissociation of
an Hz molecule fron the H-coated surfaces

represented as

HroAsooGassHs,o Hz * HreAssoGassHso (2)

Hz oGau oAs a oHs o + Hz * H, ,Gau oAss sHs o (3)

have the ealculated dissoeiation energV of
+l 1. 90eV and -4.33eV, respectively. Thus the H-

coating on the As layer is very stable in
contrast with the H-coating on the Ga layer.

6.SELECTIVITY IN SURFACE REACTIONS

Certainly, the self-Iimiting nechanism

could be explained by the the inert lisand-
coating, but it cannot explain the layer-
by-layer epitaxial growth, i.e., the reaction

of AsHg on the CHg-eoated Ga layer and the

reaction of THG on the H-coated As layer.
According to the zeroth order ealeulation

of the charee distribution, the surfaces of
AsHa and the H-coated As layer are negatively
charged (Qn = -0.14e and -0.1le, respectively),
and the surfaces of Tl'lG and the CHs-eoated Ga

layer are positively charged (Q" = +0.07e and

+0.08e, respectively). Thus, by the attraetive
eleetrostatic interactions, it can be expeeted

that T}IG stays on the H-coated As layer longer

than AsHs, and that AsHg stays on the CHg-

coated Ga layer than TllG. During the longer
stay on the coating, TllG/AsHs ra! have the

opportunity to interaet with the reactive

-8. 45

-8. 55

-8. 35

-8. 45
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Tabl e

LUil0s

2

of

0rbitals around the H0M0s and the

AsH' and TItlG

(a) AsHg

Energy/eV Nocc Cha racte r

-3 . 68 ( t,Ut'tO )

-10.25 (H0t10)

As-H anti-bonding

As-locaI ized

40
22

-.J. UO

-4.14 (LUUO)

-10.75 (H0U0)

(b) TI-{G

Ene rgy /eV Nocc Cha rac te r

Ga-C anti-bonding

Ga- Iocal i zed

Ga-C bonding

N: Nunber of one-electron states.

Nocc: Nuurber of oceupied states.

S.INERT COATING ON SURFACE

If the resultant adsorbed species after
the decomposition on the surfaces have no

ligands (u in AsHg, CHg in TIIG), the epitaxial
growth on the GaAs cannot be stopped at one

atomic Iayer beeasue there are the reactive

oeeupied orbitals at the (Ga or As) surfaee.

Here we assume the ligand-capped (es/Ca) atomie

layer after the deeomposition of (AsHriTllc)

source moleeules on the naked (Ga/As) surface
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AsHg

As I ayer ep i taxy

Fig.3 A llodel

orbitals of the As/Ga layer beneath the coating

by the thermal fluctuation of the coating

ligands. 0n the other hand, AsHs snd T}IG would

be eventually excluded from the H-coating and

the CHs-eoat,ing, respectively (see Fig.3). In

addition to it, the above surfaee reaetions

represented as

HzoAssoGaasHso + Ga(CHr). 
-(CHr )GaHr oAs. oGau uHu o + 2CH+ (4)

(CHr)zoGa6oAsssHso + AsHs +
HAs(CHs)rrGauoAsssHso + 2CHr (5)

are exothermic according to the ealculation of

the total-energy change with reaetions (AE =

-1.16eV and -8.21eV respeetively).

7 . CONCLUSI ON

The neehanism of ALE of GaAs crystal using

AsHs and Tl{G was quantum-chemieally studied

using LEAF nolecular orbital nethod. The

GaeoAsuuHuo and AsooGEssHso pyramid-shaped

elusters were adopted as nodels for the Ga and

As (001) surfaees. The self-Iiniting and the

layer-by-Iayer proeesses in the ALE were

discussed in terns of the SLSs near II0H0 and

the inert ligand eoatings. EspeciaIIy, we

pointed out the importance of the stable

TMG : Ga ( CHs) s
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As
Ga

As
Ga

Ga I ayer €p i taxy

for ALE growth of GaAs

As layer epitaxy

erystal

H-coating on As layer in the ALE.
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